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New Faculty Group Formed
To Discuss, Evaluate Policy
Need for Smaller Body Emphasized
by Richard Klibaner
personnel have come to attend
the meetings".
Neaverson noted that "it is a
good thing to have faculty and
administrative heads regularly
meeting together to discuss matters of mutual concern", but
commented that there was a need
for "a place where only faculty
members alone may discuss any
matter of interest without the presence of any outside person".
The proposal for the Trinity
Faculty Conference presented by
Dr. Neaverson - was passed at a
faculty meeting in December. It
provides for a group of eight
faculty members who will have
the authority to "study, evaluate,
and make recommendations" on
proposals which are presented to
it.

According to Neaverson, the
group will be '"'small enough for
discussion to be effective and
large enough for members of the
Conference to solicit opinions from
most of the faculty". It will also
have the power to call meetings
of the faculty to discuss "any
matter of interest to the faculty".
Neaverson stressed that the
Conference would not have any
legislative powers, and that it
would " in no way replace the faculty
meeting". It will have the authority
"to suggest alternatives to proposals put before it". Such recommendations would then be submitted to the full faculty for "appropriate action".
The Secretary , of the Faculty,
who will serve as chairman of the
conference, was the subject of
another motion submitted at the
December Faculty meeting. This
proposal for "Redefinition of the
Role of the Secretary of the
Faculty" was submitted by the
Trinity College Chapter of the
American Association of Univerby Jeff Bahrenburg
sity Professors (AAUP).
The proposal would make the poNewly appointed head of the idea," he added. The Interaction
Trinity Interaction Center (TIC) Center hopes to provide training, sition of Faculty Secretary a "most
Robert B. Hurst '71 charged, in counseling, and, in general, powerful position" according to
a TRIPOD Interview Wednesday, materials the student would not be Professor of Government Murray
that the severely critical evalua- able to get by himself. The center S. Stedman. The proposal provides
tion of TIC, submitted by John not only hopes to offer the stu- that the Secretary's duties will
P. Osier '70 earlier this week had dent a chance to serve the com- Include communications from
"misrepresented an entirely new- munity, but also wants to • pro- members or committees of the
mote the educational opportunities Faculty, from the administration,
staff".
According to Hurst, Osier's re- available.
(Continued on Page 4)
port, which maintained that the
center lacked any clearly defined
purpose, "is a very good evaluation of the center up until the last
meeting before the Christmas vacation." Hurst pointed out that at
this meeting the executive committee recognized the problems spelled out in the evaluation and decided
to do something about.it. He noted
that most of the leadership which
the evaluator had criticized has
since quit or resigned.
Among the recommendations in 4
the evaluation was a call for the
end of Mather Hall Director David
"In our ill-fated century, war
L. Knowlton's administrative role.
Knowlton declined comment In a has intruded into our decisions and
TRIPOD interview, noting that he our lives to the point where it
was functioning as an advisor. could justifiably be called a way of
Commenting on the charges pre- live," according to Dr. Eric A.
sented, Hurst said, "I don't know Havelock, who delivered the anof his role last semester, but he nual Moore Greek Lecture Tueshas been very helpful so far." day night. In his lecture, "War
Many of the Report's recom- as a Way of life in Greek
mendations have already been Authors," Havelock discussed the
acted upon. Noting that the pre- Greek influence on modern consent student leadership has been cepts of war.
involved in social action, Hurst
Havelock, Sterling professor of
declared, "now the center IS an
outgrowth of practical needs." He Greek at Yale, characterizes himstressed that the charges of "ad- self as being an "inconoclast" for
ministrative ineptness" apply to his belief that war has been a way
the students working last semester of life since the emergence of
and should not be confused with the Greece up through this century. Dr. Eric A. Havelock, who
new leadership. New members of "The Greeks," said Havelock, were Tuesday evening examined Greek
the steering committee are: the first to consider war an es- influence on concepts of war.
Charles R. Hosking '70, Kevin B. sential part of one's life." This
Sullivan '71, William S. Searle, Jr. was first displayed, he continued,
'70, and William D. Taggart '71. in Homer, whose ideas on the phasized, the military aspect was
of war were dominant, both stressing that being
According to Hurst, TIC is pre- nobility and necessity
into the ILIAD and a soldier was anecessityin the life
sently functioning well. Already incorporated
the ODYSSEY, which became the of any Greek.
this semester twenty people have dominating'
Haveloek, a Cambridge graduate
literary works of the
been placed in outgoing programs Greeks.
who also studied at Harvard, felt
with the Revitalization Core, which
that in Roman civilization, there
is now part of the center. Hurst
" After Homer," he related," both was less stress placed on purely
described the primary function of
military aspects, and more on
T.IC as to serve as a pool of re- Herodotus and Thucydides imitated duty to the state, and to order
his
style,
in
hopes
of
supplanting
sources. "This is significantly difpreserved within it.
ferent from the clearing house him "" In each case, Havelock em-

"The conference ... constitutes
the beginning of an effectively
organized faculty, able to play a
significant role in policy formation with student, administration
and trustee bodies", stated Dr.
Rex C. Neaverson in a statement
discussing the newly created
Trinity Faculty Conference. Neaverson cited the attendance of
administration officials and the
size of faculty meetings as reasons for the creation of the new
body.
He described the present faculty
meetings as "too large and unwieldy for appropriate discussion
of complicated issues". Neaverson
also stated that the meetings are
not completely "faculty" meetings
because over the years an increasing- number of administrative

New TIC Chairman Claims
Evaluation Dated, Invalid

Havelock Examines
Influence on Modern War

Calls War Today
A Way of Life'

Professor of Government Rex C. Neaverson, who presented the
suggestion for a Trinity Faculty Conference passed by the faculty last
month. He termed present faculty meetings "too large and unwieldy."

College to Raise Faculty
Salaries, Grant Tenure
by Alan Marchisutto

As presently written, the tenure and have attained the rank of asreport recommends that new ap- . sociate professor. The report, does
polntments to the faculty should allow, however, for certain exempt
not be for a period greater than tions. Those faculty members on
three years and that an under- permanent tenure, according to the •
standing as to reappointment report, may be discharged on
should be arrived at before a new grounds of "moral turpitude,
professor arrives on campus. In teaching incompetence, mental or
regard to reappointment, the physical Incapacity to perform his
statement
recommends
that, duties, or conviction of violation of
"notice of intention not to recom- the Constitution of the United
mend for reappointment shall States." Discontinuance of a dereach the faculty member by no partment or particular subjects, or
later than December 15 of the financial difficulties within the
academic year in which his ap- College were also cited as valid
pointment expires." This proreasons for dismissal. It is this
posal, it was pointed out, does area of the report, dealing with
not measure up to AAUP stan- tenure, that appears to be underdards, which require a full year.
going the greatest scrutiny by
In formulating a policy for pro- faculty members.
motions, the report stated that,
The College is now committed to
"time-in-rank shall not be a factor the establishment of tenure and to
either for or against eligibility for
a five-year plan to raise faculty
promotion."
salaries to the A level in AAUP
ratings, the faculty was told TuesCriteria were also established
for the various teaching levels • day. While one faculty member
described reaction to the pay inwithin the College. Instructors are
creases as "encouraged," unrest
to be appointed for one year and
assistant professors for two. Deis building over the tenure progree requirements and "demonposals, which do not meet AAUP
strated professional competence"
standards.
are also required of assistant proAccording to the faculty salary
fessors. Associate professors, the
proposals, the size of the faculty
report states, must show, In addiwill be frozen over the next five
tion to the above, "mature scholaryears, while the student body Is
ship" and "continuous and subincreased to 1600 and tuition is
stantial service to the College."
increased. Since, AAUP standards
Appointments to this rank carry
go up automatically six per cent
with them three year terms, two
a year, it is estimated that by
such appointments constituting
1973 salaries will have risen aptenure, unless otherwise stated
proximately forty per cent. Y
by the College. Full professors
The College.currently has an A
promoted from within the faculty
rating in salaries for assistant
are automatically granted tenure
professors, with a B rating for
while those appointed from outassociate and full professors.
side the faculty must be either
granted or denied it within two
JUNIOR ADVISER
years of their arrival on campus.
The granting of tenure, stated
the report, "commits Trinity College to permanent appointment as
long as the position to which the
appointment is made continues to
exist -- even though It does not
guarantee either subsequent promotion or salary increments..."
To be eligible, the report concludes, a professor must have
been teaching, full time, for at
least seven years (four at Trinity)

APPLICATIONS
The due date of essays which
constitute application for the
nmition of Junior Adviser to the
_<s&so?of 1973 has been extended
until next Tuesday, January 28.
The essay, to be no more than
three pages, should discuss why
the applicant wants to become a
J.A., and the ways in which he
feels the system might be
improved.
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BALL ROLLING
A Glance at the Sit-in and After
EDITORIAL SECTION
January 24, 1969

Setting Priorities
The disturbing reality that emerged from the faculty meeting of last
Tuesday is that it is far from certain that the College can fulfill
successfully its commitment to raise its faculty wages to an 'A' rating
(by AAUP standards) within five years. Although Dr. Lockwood gave
an audio-visual presentation of the College's short-range financial
projections that offered some grounds for hope, the prognosis for
achieving respectable faculty salaries is, in the words of one faculty
member, "guarded."

The importance of raising faculty salaries cannot be exaggerated.
Trinity wages for assistant, associate and full professors are
substantially below those offered by most of the institutions with
whom we compete, and interviews held by the TRIPOD during the past
week indicate that the College is in danger of losing some if its most
respected academicians.

The administration claims that raising faculty salaries is its greatest
priority. If this is the case, the College must examine the validity of its
other commitments. At the faculty meeting it was revealed that the
athletic center operated during the year at a deficit of $47,000. We
believe that the addiction to inter-collegiate athletics is an unnecessary
burden on the resources of the College, and that its place at the College
should be reevaluated. One might also wonder why the Department of
Physical Education should be one of the largest on campus.
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by Michael Jimenez

discussions last
spring
Last spring an aberration took The
place at Trinity, one which wasn't focused on the need to build anew
reported In the Alumni magazine a community at Trinity. Indeed
and which will probably elicit just that simple word community is
passing mention in the great epic the most Ill-used and misunderof Trinity College. Our sit-in did stood word on this campus. It is
provoke some rather inane com- to an adequate definition of this
ments from the Hartford press word and action upon that definiand a re-reading-of the editorials tion which should be the most imand articles would render most of portant task of all segments of the
us speechless with anger or mirth. Trinity community.
Aside from the Student-Faculty
Perhaps E. H. Carr's probing
Disciplinary Committee Report words can stir us to consider If
little of any honesty or consis- we are really heading in the right
tency has been written about the direction even now: "It is not the
sit-in. There has been of course waning of faith In reason among
a great deal of original thought on the intellectuals and political
the incident. We have an array thinkers of the English speaking
of
interesting myths at large world which perturbs me most,
ranging from a complicated plot but the loss of a pervading sense
thesis to a genuine1 helot revolt. of a world In perpetual motion,
On the one hand we are con- This seems at first sight parafronted with a largely conserva- doxical; for rarely has so much
tive student body rather taken superficial talk been heard of
aback by the sit-in - perhaps a bit change going on around us. But the
ashamed. To them, and one sus- significant thing is that change is
pects to some faculty and adminis- no longer thought of as achievetrators who didn't heed the mood ment, as opportunity, as progress,
of the campus last year, and to but as an object of fear...Good
those with a natural proclivity to historians...have the future in their
see insidious intent everywhere, bones. Beside the question Why?
the sit-in was certainly planned the historian also asks the quesin some SDS-infested corner of tion whither?"
Trinity College. Variations on the
plot thesis Included aid from the
Nothing Has Changed
SDS national, Hartford black miliJust how far have we come to
tants, and other groups. Most peo- approaching a genuine community
ple will declare that their friends of scholars? What is most disin the sit-in "student leaders, var- turbing about January 1969 is the
sity athletes, members of various fact that we have not really made
academic and honor societies..." serious advances to the kind of
were dupes of a hypocritical, to- community May of 1968 envisioned.
talitarian elite. They were used to We have a faculty which has writfurther the aims of a group which ten the new President a carte
are known to us all to be obviously blancne to deal with any new
physically, morally, and Intellec- "incidents". We have a Board of
tually reprehensible.
Trustees not much more involved
In their community than before.
Revolutionary Mythetogy
We have a student leadership bordering on the absurd, we have a
just as amusing as the plot thesis new President and administration
is the mythology ol the so-called which has learned the lessons of
revolutionaries of Trinity College. last spring well - that incidents
Our leftists, although many of are avoidable - listen, involve
some students in the committee
them are off to Vassar to preach
game, and satisfy some material
the truth, have spent much of
their efforts since the sit-in in demands.
building a convenient and vainThe reality is that real subglorious myth of barricade politics
stantive change in the academic
and student victory. This was their
community is not forthcoming
moment of truth - students arose
under the present system, because
in anger, locked their corporate
such a, change implies a redismasters in their chambers, and
tribution of power, a re-structdefied all powers under earth
uring of the decision-making proand heaven for two days. This is
cess, and a radical alteration of
not a memory, whether true or
our educational attitudes. This Is
not, which shall soon be forgotten
not to deny the good intentions of
by them. They even further rethe new President and the innovacount that the aroused students and
tive features of his administrafaculty came together and joined
tion. We have a new curriculum of
hands to march for justice. How
sorts; we have co-education; we
many freshmen have heard, this
have a plethora of committees,
symbols of so-called student inepic of revolution and wondered if
volvement.
it really isn't a dream?
In fact the events of April 22-23
It's Still the Same
were Inspired by frustration, much
of It Inflicted by inept student
Yet we must be constantly wary
leadership, faculty complacency,
of this concept of involvement; inand administration obstinacy. It
volvement is not power nor will
was however an individual action H give us a new academic coma demonstration of concern. No
munity. In a very real sense1 the
plot or collective uprising, it would
creation of involvement opportunihave tottered and fallen before any
ties siphons off a good deal of
administration demonstration of
student leadership to activities
empathy. The decision to enter
which are not as of Immediate
the sit-in was merely an extension
importance as the creation of a new
of a politics which has yielded
student-faculty
administration.
little results from the administraSome of the committees created
tion for many months; to others it
in the last nine months are mori•was a halting gesture .of revolt
bund; others are involved in necesagainst Trinity; to others an afsary participation on the part of
firmation of their own dignity
students. What is significant is
and/or perverseness,
that they do not really alter the
'Whither?'
position of the students at Trinity.
Despite the fact that the sit-in
We are most disturbingly the obinvolved only • a relatively small jects of policy at Trinity, not the
number of students and despite the
makers of it. And what Is even
fa,ct that it was focused on the
single issue of the white problem
KARATE CLUB
in America, the events from the
death of Martin Luther King to the
There will be a meeting at 5 p.m.
final trustee Invalidation of the
Monday, January 27 for those
faculty declaration on due process
interested in participating in the
Indicated a severe dissatisfaction
informal sport of karate. For
with the process of "mis-educafurther information contact Hugo
tion" at Trinity and the absence of
Luke, Box 909, or 278-5269.
any real "community of scholars."

more frightening Is the possibility
that all administrative re-organization and technocratic Innovations
is not really In the Interests of
the academic community. Things
may function more smoothly; students demands may be met; we may
all be very happy and comfortable,
but we are all still powerless in
the face of a most friendly administration.
Something to Do
If the administration has coopted change, even if it be superficial, to a great extent this is
due to a Student Senate which has
often acted with incredulous stupidity. What is particularly disturbing for example is the fact
that after the student body rejected the judicial proposal, why
didn't the Senate work to set up
an Interim judicial system, a temporary rejuvenation of the Medusa
or some other group? Instead we
are left in a judicial limbo, at
the mercy of the Faculty Committee on Discipline and Academic
Standing. This is patent irresponsibility, however we can find
beyond the Senate squabblings and , t
personal conflicts an even more
disturbing situation: the reaction ,.i
of the student body to the events
of last spring and the molifying
quality of the Lockwood admlnlsj
tration has been a deep sleep. I j
suspect we have been bitten by the (
tsetse fly. There is perhaps ap- •'
prehension at being taken advanage of by any radicals; and there
:
is the relative satisfaction with the
material benefits of benevolent ;
despotism. Our radicals, such as
they are not, have gone to greener
pastures (or so they think). We
shall now get down to the books fl
and the papers and the exams and ;
the quizzes. We shall not question
;
too much. We shall come to classes j.
bright and scrubbed and ready to :
be instructed. I am reminded of a j
passage in Arendt's book THE :
HUMAN CONDITION "The last
i
stage of the laboring society, the
;
society of jobholders, demands of ,.
its members a sheer automatic
i
functioning...It is quite conceivable
j
that the modern ag-e-which began
j
with such an unprecedented and
|'
promising
outburst of human
j
activity-may end. in the deadliest,
[
most sterile passivity history has j
ever knownl"
j
It's Up to You

. Students need not destroy the
advances of the first "six months",
but they do need to question and
seek to apply solutions from their
own perspective. I am reminded of
Mike Williams on the night of April
23, black face beaming underneath
all those bright cameras, when he
said; "Keep the ball rolling,"

Placement
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24
i
Aetna Life & Casualty Home
Office - B.H., C.I
Aetna Casualty - B.H., C. 2
Aetna Group - B.H., C. 3
New York Times - B.H., C. 4
MONDAY, JANUARY 27
Hartford National Bank & Trust
Co. - B.H., C. 1
Marine Midland Grace Trust Co.
- B.H., C. 2
I.B.M. Corporation - B.H.,1 C. 3
l.B.M. Corporation - B.H., C. 4
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
Chase Manhattan Bank - Elton
Lounge
Alleghaney
Ludlum
Steel
Corporation - B.H., C. 1
U.S. Shipbuilding (Groton) B.H., C. 2
Anaconda American Brass Co. B.H..C. 3
The Fidelity Bank - B.H., C. 4
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"A computer has no mind of its own. Its
'brainpower' comes from the people who
create the programs," says Rod Campany.
Rod earned a B.S. in Math in 1986. Today,
he's an IBM Systems Programmer working on
a portion of Operating System/360, a
hierarchy of programs that allows a computer
to schedule and control most of its own
operations.
A mixture of science and art
"Programming" means writing the instructions that enable a computer to do its job.
Says Rod, "It's a mixtureof science and art.
You're a scientist in the sense that you have to
analyze problems in a completely logical way.

"But you don't necessarily hunt for an ultimate right answer. There can be as many
solutions to a programming problem as
there are programmers. That's where the art
comes in. Any given program may work, but
how well it works depends entirely on the
ingenuity of the programmer."
Programmers hold a key position in the
country's fastest growing major industryinformation processing. Business Week reports that the computer market is expanding
about 20 percent a year.
You don't need a technical degree
If you can think logically and like to solve
problems, you could become an IBM pro-

Programming at IBM

"If s a chance
to use everything
you've got"

Page 3
grammer no matter what your major. We'll
start you off with up to twenty-six weeks of
classroom and practical training.
Visit your placement office
Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Paul Koslow, IBM,
Department C, 425 Park
Avenue, New York,
New York 10022.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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(Deerfield Drops Frosh] Luxemburg, Hamilton Star As
Trin Swordsmen Slash Fordham

Our Freshman Squash team suf- also optimistic about the future.
fered its second loss of the season "These players along with the junThe rejuvenated Trinity fencing
Wednesday, falling to a strong iors and sophomores on the varsity
Deerfield squad by a score of 6-3. should form a team next year to team got back on the winning track
Individual winners for the Ban- give Trinity one of its best years Wednesday with a 15-12 victory
over Fordham.
tams were Captain Jay Davis play- ever.
The triumph boosted the fencers'
ing second position. Alex Aubry
Turning toward the future,
playing in the number four slot, Moonves commented, "If we could record to 1-1, following an earlier
and Pete Robinson who played get 100 people to give $20.00 each, loss to Brooklyn College. The Baneighth position. AH won by identi- we get to build new courts and make tams entertain Southern Mass.
cal game scores of 3-1.
Trinity Into a national power in Tech Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
Washington Room.
Number one player John Heppe squash."
lost a hard-fought 3-1 match to
Dave Talbot, who is currently
ranked as the number one prep
school player in New England.
Frank MacGruer, Barney Fiechter, and Richard Palmer, playing
the third, fifth, and sixth positions
respectively, all lost close 3-2
- by Pete Wentz
matches. If only two of these
The year 1968 is past history, graphical error.
matches had gone the other way the It was an unpredictable year in
IF the Ferris Center is comfinal outcome would have been a general and in the sports world pleted on time.
different story.
IF Ohio State doesn't win the
in particular.
Coach Mike Moonves' only comWho would have thought that the national championship in football
ment after the meet was "It could Kentucky Derby Winner would be again next year.
IF more interest isn't,taken in
have easily gone either way."
disqualified, and then given the
The freshman record now stands victory, but not the money? Who Trinity's cheerleaders next year.
IF the U. S. doesn't win the Davis
at three victories, against two •would have thought that a man
who could shoot pressure golf Cup in tennis, even if it becomes
losses.
They will be back in action on well enough to tie for the lead open competition.
January 29, when they will travel in the Masters would turn in an
IF lacrosse doesn't become
to Kent for what promises to be incorrect scorecard? And the big- more popular than baseball at
gest unprediction of them all ~ Trinity.
an exciting meet.
In a TRIPOD interview Monday the sports story of 1969, which
IF Wilt Chamberlain isn't traded
Coach Mike Moonves commented belongs to '68 as well — Who again.
on this year's team. "We have more would have thought the Jets would
IF the move to co-education
experienced players this year than beat the Colts in the Super Bowl? hurts Trinity's athletic prowess.
before. The players have a lot of
Looking ahead to 1969, however,
IF the American Basketball A s desire and hustle which has 'made' it seems that several things in the sociation doesn't fold after not
our team this year." Moonves was sports world, both at Trinity and getting Lew Alcindor.
in the nation seem predictable.
IF this reporter makes any more
Dispensing with the prelimin- predictions next year.
aries, then, it will be a weird
year in sports:

The Cockpit:

1969 Might Be Weird

Faculty Group...

(Continued from Page 1)
from the students, and from outside agencies.
The proposal also gives the Secretary of the Faculty the power to
set the agenda for Faculty
meetings, present to the Trustees,
"normally through the Dean of the
Faculty," allactions of the Faculty,
and explain Faculty actions to the
Trustees at the request of the
Faculty. In addition the Secretary
is made a non-voting member of
all Faculty committees except the
Committee on Appointments and
Promotions.
The election for members of the
Trinity Faculty Conference is " in
progress" according to Neaverson.
The proposal provides that the
Faculty elects seven of its members to the Conference.
The
eighth member is elected from
among the Faculty representatives
to the Trinity College Council.
The proposal states that among
those elected to the Conference
there must be a professor, an associate professor, an assistant
professor,
and an Instructor.
Those elected will serve for two
years, with approximately half the
body being elected each year.

IF the Trinity football team,
backed by experience and the
strong backfield of Bernardoni,
Kiarsis, & Co. isn't even better
than in'68.
IF the Buffalo Bills don't draft
O, J. Simpson.
IF Trinity's athletic program
isn't altered due to co-education.
IF the St. Louis Cardinals don't
repeat as National League Champs.
IF Bill Savitt runs an advertisement that appeals to one's intellect.
IF the soccer team captained by
Alan Gibby doesn't make the NCAA
playoffs again.
IF the New York Jets get into
the Super Bowl next year.
IF the TRIPOD's football p r e dictors have as close a competition as Khoury and Titus did this
past year.
IF Jack Nicklaus doesn't win a
major golf championship.
IF Robie Shults' basketballers
don't have a winning season as 4
of 5 starters are back next year.
IF no NFL coach is given "a
vote of confidence" in mid-season
and then fired a month later.
IF Trinity's golf team doesn't
win more than it loses.'
IF one issue of the TRIPOD Is
published without a single typo-

Frosh Swimmers Fall
To Wilbraham 64-31
The Trinity freshman swimming the 200 individual medley and in
team began 1969 on a somewhat the 100 fly.
somber note, falling to Wilbraham
The rest of the Trinity swim64-31 Wednesday at Trowbridge mers could do no better than third
Pool.
against Wilbraham. Jay Chase
The Baby Bantams finished first netted thirds in both the 200 and 400
in only three of eleven contests. freestyles. D'Agostino finished
They travel to Coast Guard for a
third in the 200 individual medley,
meet tomorrow.
and Walker grabbed a third in the
The Baby Bants captured the , 100 backstroke.
medley relay in 2:04.0 to start the
The team, coached by Don Barday off well. Bob D'Agostino, R. rows will be hard-pressed to deWalker, Chip Riehl, and Derek feat an always-tough Coast Guard
Mansell swam the Trinity victory. team. The Bantams will need
Later, in the 50 freestyle, Man- strong performances from swimsell finished first in a time of mers other than Mansell and Riehl
25.7 sec. Mike McDonald netted if they are to pull off a victory.
third for Trinity in that race. Mansell picked up another victory in the
The Baby Bants face one of their
100 freestyle with a 57.8 sec. clock- roughest schedules in years-. Foling. Once again McDonald netted lowing the meet at the Coast Guard
third.
Academy, they travel to Wllliston
With Mansell teaming with on January 29. Returning home
D'Agostino, Riehl, and McDonald, later in the season, they must
the Baby, Bants were barely nosed tackle some of the toughest prep
out in the freestyle relay.
schools in the area. The Baby Bants
Riehl turned in two other fine close out their season against two
performances in addition to the colleges, Union on Feb. 21 and
relays. He finished second in both Wesleyan on March 1.
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Icemen Tie
Engineers
All signs pointed to victory for
the Trinity hockey team as it invaded the MIT arena Tuesday
night.
A previous defeat of the Engineers and the momentum of a
two-game winning streak seemed
to easily outweigh . the slight
handicap of playing on alien ice.
However, the unpredictable Bantams were stopped cold. Indeed,
they had to scramble for a tie
as Paul Bushueff's last minute
goal prevented a stunning upset.
The team now enters Saturday's
clash against the Yale J. V.'s
with a record of three wins, two
losses and a tie.
MIT scored first to put the Hilltoppers at a disadvantage. Trinity evened the score early in the
second period on steady Henry
Barkhausen's sixth goal of the
year. Kirk Marckwald assisted
Barkhausen on the play.
The Bantams fell behind again
however as the Engineers closed
the period with a slim 2-1 lead.
Trinity entered the third period
grimly battling to regain command.
With four minutes of regulation
playing time remaining, Paul
Bushueff scored his goal to deadlock the contest.
Unfortunately, this dramatic reprieve was all the Bantams could
muster. Neither team could score
during the ten minute overtime
period as the game ended In a 2-2
stalemate.
Once again, sophomore sensation Sheldon Crosby was outstanding in the goal. Actually, the second
MIT goal was a fluke which somehow managed to penetrate the
plucky puckster's defense.
Lineman Peter Lawrence, who
was continually harassed by the
close-guarding Engineer defensemen, brought the crowd to its
feet when he nimbly evaded the
murderous onrush of one wouldbe checker who then crashed fullforce into the sideboards.
Nonetheless,
despite these
sparkling
individual
performances, the game must be considered a major disappointment.
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Cullen, nor Garrison was able to
win. These three Fordham victories cut the margin to 12-9 and
it appeared that Fordham might
have a chance.
The epee matches settled the
question,
however, Luxemburg
notched his third victory of the day.
This triumph was quickly followed
by John Gaston's first victory and
the Bantams led 14-10, giving Fordham no chance to even tie.
Stu Hamilton garnered his third
victory of the afternoon in the foil
competition.
The Bantams received great individual performances from both
Luxemburg and Hamilton, each
having a perfect day. Garrison and
Greenspan each grabbed two triumphs in the sabre.
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Windsor, Connecticut

Trinity got off to a fast start in
Wednesday's action against Fordham. All three sabre men won their
opening round duels. Captain Joel
Greenspan led off the action with
a victory and was quickly followed
by triumphs by sophomores Paul
Cullen and Marshall Garrison.
Trinity led 3-0 following the opening sabre round.
Jack Luxemburg was the only
Trinity player to win in the first
round epee competition. John Gaston and Mike Paszek were defeated
to give the Bantams a 4-2 edge.
It was in the opening foil round
that Trinity began to pull away.
All three Trinity fencers won.
Freshman Paul Meyendorff got the
foiler of Trinity off to a fast start
and was followed by victories by
juniors Stu Hamilton and Scott
Sutton. At the close of the opening
round, Trinity held a 7-2 lead.
The Trinity fencers continued
to hold their own in the second of
three rounds. Both Greenspan and
Garrison emerged victorious in
their sabre matches as Trinity's
lead went to 9-3.
Luxemburg and Paszek t r i umphed in the epee matches as the
lead ballooned to 11-4. Hamilton
was the only foil man to win for
Trinity.
The score after two rounds
showed Trinity ahead 12-6. At this
point, however, the Bantams began
to falter.
Trinity's downfall began in the
sabre as neither Greenspan,
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